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É D I T O

Dear members of our educational community,

As we approach the last month of the school year, we must
reflect on all we have achieved together and look ahead with
pride. This year, within our school community, we have been
driven by an ambitious and innovative educational vision,
exemplified by our GSR25 approach. This vision goes beyond the
usual limits of learning to inspire our students to explore,
innovate, and discover the world around them.

The development of a scientific mindset is fundamental to our
educational philosophy. We strongly believe that every student
has the potential to be a researcher, capable of posing questions,
creating hypotheses, and carrying out experiments. we equip our
students to be future innovators and thought leaders by nurturing
curiosity and fostering critical thinking.

Extraordinary successes in the field of athletics have also marked
this year. Our students have pushed their limits, demonstrating
remarkable determination and team spirit. Their commitment and
passion for sports are a source of inspiration for us all.

Nawal HEFIRI & Nasser HEFIRI

But beyond the athletic victories, each day brings its share of
achievements in all fields. Our students continuously impress us
with their creativity, perseverance, and commitment to
excellence, whether in science, arts, humanities, or technology.

As we approach the end of this school year, let's not forget that
our students are not just learners; they are our pride, our hopes,
and our most precious gems. By creating and maintaining a
stimulating and nurturing learning environment, we are confident
that they will continue to shine, thrive, and push the boundaries
of what is possible.

Thank you to each one of you for your dedication and contribution
to this dynamic and enriching school community. Together, we
are truly shaping the future.

We wish you a wonderful end of the school
year and hope you fully enjoy the summer
vacation to relax and recharge!
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La Résidence organized its Innovation Day, a unique opportunity to showcase
the school's educational vision focused on student development and their
scientific, artistic, and athletic minds awakening. This open house event
transformed the school into a vibrant laboratory of ideas, showcasing diverse
innovative workshops. Interactive scientific demonstrations, artistic exhibitions,
technological innovations, dynamic sports activities, and ecological projects
highlighted the diversity and richness of our school activities. Visitors witnessed
firsthand the school's commitment to fostering holistic and interdisciplinary
learning. Indeed, the purpose of this event was to unveil the educational vision
of our institution which focuses on students’ holistic development. The event
also aimed to strengthen the connection between the school and its community
by demonstrating the wide range and high quality of educational programs that
have been put in place to prepare students for a successful and rewarding
future.

Groupe Scolaire La Résidence
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The prestigious Aspiring Ambassadors contest
held its Morocco final under the theme
"Olympic and Paralympic Games: a unifying,
inclusive, and sustainable event?" for the
second time at École La Résidence, with our
national champion Ranya Squalli as the patron.
This year, 45 finalist students from 12 AEFE
institutions in Morocco dazzled the audience
with their exceptional oratory skills. Their
remarkable performance impressed our high-
level jury, ensuring fairness and quality in the
deliberations of this 12th edition.
We extend our heartfelt thanks to Mr. Max
Vasseur, Maghreb and Iberian Peninsula sector
head of AEFE, Mrs. Agnès Humruzian, COCAC,
Mrs. Nathalie Soirat, Deputy Consul General of
France in Morocco, and Mr. Bruno Eldin, Deputy
COCAC.
Our gratitude also goes to everyone involved in
organizing this unifying event, the participating
students for their commitment and passion,
their teachers for their dedication, and our
partners for their invaluable collaboration and
unwavering trust.
Congratulations to our winner, Badia Rami, who
brilliantly represented La Résidence and
Morocco.
Finally, thank you to our dear sports and
laughter yoga coaches, who led workshops to
help the young participants better manage their
emotions and stress before embarking on this
exciting competition.

5
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https://www.instagram.com/p/C6OuTtBNEUI/
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We are proud to share the remarkable achievement of our student Saad
Aouf, valedictorian of their class, and our physical education teacher,
who brilliantly secured first place in the Marrakech Trail. This
competition, which brought together all the French schools in our
country, consisted of a long-distance running race on challenging terrain
in the heart of the L'Haouz mountains. Their dedication, determination,
and perseverance were exemplary and serve as an inspiration to our
entire school community. Our school, which has produced many sports
champions, is honored by their success and will continue to support
them tirelessly.

5

         Sport
Launch of Our Football School
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Our new project, the football school, is much more than just a club. It is
a significant step in the educational and athletic journey of our students.
In collaboration with qualified experts, our football school is committed
to providing our students not only with sports skills but also with an
agile mindset that will enable them to adapt to all social, personal, and
academic situations.
Our students develop essential skills such as discipline, organizational
sense, teamwork, resilience, and leadership, all within the top-tier sports
facilities of our La Résidence Bouskoura campus.
La Résidence... where champions' dreams take flight!

Victory at the Marrakech Trail

Tennis Module
In the core of our educational program lies the tennis module, which
perfectly embodies the vision of GSR25 for innovative and dynamic
learning. By incorporating on-court training with state-of-the-art teaching
methods, we provide our students with more than just a sports class.
Tennis, as a challenging individual discipline, helps students develop
essential skills such as concentration, coordination, and stress
management, while also promoting their mental and physical well-being.
Through our emphasis on sports and well-being, we strive to encourage
our students to embrace an active and balanced lifestyle. This
comprehensive approach equips our young people to confront the
challenges of the future with confidence and resilience.

https://www.instagram.com/p/C3ZixpUtwCw/
https://www.instagram.com/p/C3ZixpUtwCw/
https://www.instagram.com/p/C3Hrl9NNfS5/
https://www.instagram.com/p/C3Hrl9NNfS5/
https://www.instagram.com/p/C5WCf4pt7SP/
https://www.instagram.com/p/C5WCf4pt7SP/
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La Résidence Inter-School Tournament
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We were thrilled to host an inter-school tournament, bringing together students from La Résidence
schools for a great opportunity to bond and have fun outside the classroom. The tournament provided
our young footballers with a chance to engage in exciting matches while promoting their health and
the values of competition and fair play. It's crucial to emphasize the importance of our community
coming together. By inviting parents to attend, we emphasized the significance of their involvement in
their children's education. Their presence created a supportive and encouraging atmosphere,
strengthening the connections between families and the school.
We want to express our sincere gratitude to all the parents who attended and supported this event.
Their dedication enhances our educational community and greatly contributes to the overall
development of our students. Together, we build an environment where everyone can thrive and
achieve their full potential.

https://www.instagram.com/p/C6MHlxINsj1/
https://www.instagram.com/p/C6MHlxINsj1/


The internships for our students have been much
more than just a simple immersion into the
professional world. They have fostered personal
growth, awakening an enhanced sense of responsibility
and an awareness of the world around them. Beyond
the technical skills acquired, they have developed a
sense of responsibility, one of the most notable
aspects.
Immersed in professional environments, our students
have realized the importance of their role in society
and the impact of their actions. They have learned to
shoulder responsibilities, initiate projects, and work as
a team to achieve common goals.

Groupe Scolaire La Résidence 5

            Career Path
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Our Students on Observation Internships

https://www.facebook.com/groupescolairelaresidencegsr/videos/330892349991535?locale=fr_FR
https://www.facebook.com/groupescolairelaresidencegsr/videos/330892349991535?locale=fr_FR
https://www.facebook.com/groupescolairelaresidencegsr/videos/316330971459080?locale=fr_FR
https://www.facebook.com/groupescolairelaresidencegsr/videos/316330971459080?locale=fr_FR
https://www.instagram.com/p/C6Drb9sNfcM/
https://www.instagram.com/p/C6Drb9sNfcM/
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Internship Presentations

During their defense presentations, students in grades 9
and 10 impeccably conveyed their internship experiences,
showcasing a multitude of accomplished tasks. They
eloquently illuminated the skills honed throughout,
including but not limited to, communication, teamwork,
and problem-solving. Additionally, they underscored the
encountered challenges and adeptly presented the
corresponding resolutions, exemplifying their
pronounced adaptability and tenacity.

Exploring Journalism in Moroccan Society

Our students had the opportunity to attend a roundtable
discussion led by a journalist! This experience perfectly
aligns with our innovative learning vision and
engagement in media and information education (EMI).
This event equipped them with the necessary skills to
navigate reliably in a society characterized by the rapid
and constant increase of information. Our students
broadened their horizons and developed a sense of
curiosity and critical thinking by discovering the
profession of journalism and engaging with a professional
in the field.

https://www.facebook.com/groupescolairelaresidencegsr/videos/2140103723029565/?locale=fr_FR
https://www.facebook.com/groupescolairelaresidencegsr/videos/2140103723029565/?locale=fr_FR
https://www.instagram.com/p/C5GcL_vtLvA/
https://www.instagram.com/p/C5GcL_vtLvA/
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7th Edition of the Career Forum

The 7th edition of the Career Forum was an
invaluable source of inspiration for our students,
providing them with the opportunity to explore a
diverse array of career options and gain profound
insights into the professions that will shape the
future. With the participation of professionals from
various fields, our students engaged in meaningful
discussions, considered various career paths, and
envisioned the future confidently. They departed
the event feeling inspired and prepared to pursue
their aspirations, poised to embark on careers that
align with their passions

Behind-the-Scenes Visit to Le Matin Newspaper

Through our media and information education (EMI) program,
students acquire the skills necessary to navigate responsibly in a
society characterized by the rapid and constant increase of
sources of information. They sharpen their critical thinking and
learn to make informed decisions regarding researching,
receiving, creating, and sharing information across an expanding
range of media.

https://www.instagram.com/p/C7kGev_NI1u/
https://www.instagram.com/p/C7kGev_NI1u/
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           School Community
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National Diploma of Brevet Ceremony (DNB)

We are immensely proud to celebrate the results of the National
Diploma of Brevet (DNB) achieved by the students of La Résidence
Bouskoura. These exceptional young students have demonstrated
determination, hard work, and commitment throughout their academic
journey. Their outstanding performances are a testament to their
constant efforts and passion for learning. We warmly congratulate all the
graduates on this remarkable achievement. Their success marks an
important milestone in their educational path, opening doors to future
opportunities, academic and personal. 
Congratulations to everyone! Keep aiming high and pursuing your
dreams with the same determination and enthusiasm. You are the pride
of La Résidence Bouskoura, and we look forward to seeing all that you
will accomplish in the future!

Victory at the Tarbouche Contest

We are delighted to announce the remarkable achievement of our students at the prestigious Tarbouche
contest, winning three major awards: "Tarbouche d'Or," the highest award, as well as the "Tarbouche
Caméraman" and the "Tarbouche Humour." We are immensely proud of our students, who excel in
various fields. 
These accolades showcase their creativity, talent, and dedication. Their ability to excel in diverse areas is
a source of great pride for our educational community. We warmly congratulate our students on these
exceptional achievements and encourage them to continue on the path of success and excellence.
Congratulations to all!

https://www.facebook.com/groupescolairelaresidencegsr/videos/833471318283959?locale=fr_FR
https://www.facebook.com/groupescolairelaresidencegsr/videos/833471318283959?locale=fr_FR
https://www.instagram.com/p/C6YcG_vNIaZ/
https://www.instagram.com/p/C6d_9CmtOvj/
https://www.instagram.com/p/C6gh4vaN0n_/
https://www.instagram.com/p/C6YcG_vNIaZ/
https://www.instagram.com/p/C6d_9CmtOvj/
https://www.instagram.com/p/C6gh4vaN0n_/
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Our Elementary Students Discover Middle School

We organized a transition activity to help our 5th-grade
students adapt to their future life in middle school. During this
activity, students explored the school facilities, met their
future classmates, and became familiar with the workings of
the middle school. They also visited various areas of the
school including classrooms, laboratories, the library, and
sports facilities. Interactive workshops and fun activities were
offered to help strengthen bonds and encourage confidence.
This initiative aims to facilitate a smooth transition for
students to middle school, empowering them to navigate the
waters of this new phase with confidence. We believe this
experience will help them integrate smoothly into their new
school environment.

Discovering the Profession of a Civil Engineer
Mom :

We were honored to welcome a student's mother who shared
her professional experience in civil engineering with us. Her
presentation aimed to inspire our students, raise their
awareness about their future and open up new horizons for
them. She captivated the attention of our young learners and
sparked their interest by presenting the challenges and
opportunities of her profession. This initiative is part of our
co-teaching approach, which encourages parents to
participate actively in their children's education. Through this
encounter, our students discovered an exciting professional
field and considered new possibilities for their future.
We warmly thank this mother for her time and commitment.
Her testimony not only enriched our students but also
reinforced the importance of parental involvement in the
education and development of our young learners.

https://www.facebook.com/groupescolairelaresidencegsr/videos/932549095273378/?locale=fr_FR
https://www.facebook.com/groupescolairelaresidencegsr/videos/932549095273378/?locale=fr_FR
https://www.instagram.com/p/C34nx1MtWBB/
https://www.instagram.com/p/C34nx1MtWBB/
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International Women's Day

To celebrate International Women's Day, we hosted a
special "Our Women" Day at the La Résidence Bouskoura
campus, bringing together our female staff and students'
mothers. The day provided a unique opportunity for them
to connect through theater, dance, yoga, and Taekwondo
workshops, allowing every participant to express her
strength, grace, and creativity, which strengthened the
bonds among the women in our school community. 
By regularly offering spaces for expression and growth, we
honor women in all their diversity and splendor. We are
grateful to everyone who participated in this inaugural
edition of women's relaxation workshops.
Here's to women and our united community!

Family Problem-Solving Night

No need to be a math expert—just a bit of curiosity and
common sense! Our young detectives and their parents
participated in problem-solving activities, exploring the
mysteries of numbers, shapes, and equations, integral to
the school curriculum. The evening was filled with
discoveries, puzzles, and stimulating challenges, providing
precious moments of collaboration. This experience aimed
to build each child's confidence in approaching
mathematics and science while allowing parents to see
their children in a different context.
At La Résidence, we firmly hold that co-education plays a
crucial role in the overall development and fulfillment of
every child. This event highlighted the importance of
parental involvement and showed how learning can be
enhanced through the active participation of families.

https://www.instagram.com/p/C4x5gF2NVdK/
https://www.instagram.com/p/C4x5gF2NVdK/
https://www.instagram.com/p/C3Co4fht8kw/
https://www.instagram.com/p/C3Co4fht8kw/
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Our Little Ones Transformed into Creative Chefs

During our culinary workshop, our students transformed into true creative chefs under the supervision
of their teachers. They learned to prepare delicious and innovative dishes, thus developing their culinary
skills and creativity. Our students also discovered the importance of nutrition and healthy food choices,
by exploring different recipes and cooking techniques. This experience boosted their self-confidence
and their ability to work as a team.
At La Résidence, we prioritize activities that foster hands-on learning and the cultivation of individual
talents. Our young chefs have unmistakably showcased this dedication.

The Elementary Choir

Composed of students passionate about music and
singing, our choir embodies the spirit of collaboration,
artistic excellence, and the awakening of a creative mind.
Beyond mere musical practice, the choir offers our
students an experience that is individually and collectively
enriching as they discover active listening skills and the
positive dynamics of group work. They learn to master
their voices, modulate their expression, interpret a diverse
repertoire, and articulate their artistic perceptions and
sensations. The choir also empowers them to initiate
discussions about the works and creative processes.
Above all, the choir creates and strengthens deep bonds
and lasting memories, marking each student's life journey.
At La Résidence, we are proud of this harmonious fusion
of talents and passions, showing our commitment to high-
quality artistic and collective education.

https://www.facebook.com/groupescolairelaresidencegsr/videos/945517137211242?locale=fr_FR
https://www.facebook.com/groupescolairelaresidencegsr/videos/945517137211242?locale=fr_FR
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Children's choir meeting

We share with you the "Children's Choir Meeting" that took place at the FOL. This event brought
together several schools from the AEFE network, providing children with the opportunity to sing and
perform on stage in front of an audience.
Participating in a children's choir offers numerous benefits. Bringing together multiple schools allows
students to witness performances by their peers from other establishments, fostering camaraderie
and cultural exchange. This enriching experience extends beyond the classroom walls, contributing to
an improved school climate.
Events like this choir meeting motivate students, make them love school, and ignite their passion for
learning. They not only learn to sing as a group but also to express themselves in public and
collaborate harmoniously with their peers. These social and emotional skills are essential for their
overall development.
By engaging in collaborative projects, students build confidence and a love for music while
strengthening bonds with peers from different schools. Such initiatives embody our educational
vision aimed at providing unique experiences that enrich each student's educational journey.
Congratulations to all the children for their talent and dedication!



                Citizenship

Development of Psychosocial Skills
Our primary goal is to guide our students toward developing
essential psychosocial skills from an early age, especially during the
transition from elementary to middle school. These skills are crucial
for social, personal, and academic success and go beyond
assessments and academic achievements. By giving meaning to
their learning, our middle school students learn to mobilize their
knowledge, practical skills, and adaptive behavior depending on the
circumstances met.
Consequently, our middle school students easily manage to
cultivate their multiple intelligences, especially in its emotional and
situational dimensions; skills essential to adapt to the long-term
demands of the 21st century.
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Guiding Our Students on the Path of Altruism
and Social Responsibility

It's wonderful to see how your educational initiative integrates such
crucial values as compassion, empathy, and solidarity. By providing
our students with concrete opportunities to engage in acts of
solidarity, we are preparing them to become responsible and caring
members of our society. Indeed, teaching altruism and social
responsibility from a young age is imperative for building a world
where everyone cares for others’ well-being and acts accordingly.
Our work helps shape a future generation that understands the
importance of supporting and helping those in need.

https://www.instagram.com/p/C3pR98QtCSI/
https://www.instagram.com/p/C3pR98QtCSI/
https://www.facebook.com/groupescolairelaresidencegsr/videos/951027813262159?locale=fr_FR
https://www.facebook.com/groupescolairelaresidencegsr/videos/951027813262159?locale=fr_FR


          Science & Technology
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Hands-On Science: Science in Kindergarten
At La Résidence, we place great emphasis on the importance of science from kindergarten onwards.
We believe every child is a budding genius, and our science activities are designed to nurture this
belief from the earliest age. Our young students immerse themselves in the fascinating world of
science through interactive and engaging experiments. These activities are not just simple games, they
are windows to the universe, inviting learners to question, observe, and explore. Through
participation, our students develop essential skills such as careful observation, insatiable curiosity,
boundless creativity, problem-solving, and critical thinking.
These scientific experiments are meant to spark our students’ enthusiasm for science instead of
merely teaching them facts or concepts. We want our students to see the world around them as a
living laboratory, rich in discoveries and learning opportunities. These early experiences in science lay
the foundation for a scientific mindset that will grow with the child, awakening a permanent curiosity
and enthusiasm for understanding the mysteries of the natural world.
At La Résidence, we transcend traditional learning methods to embrace a pedagogy that recognizes
and values the unique potential of each child. We are committed to igniting this spark of genius in
every one of our students, guiding them on the path of discovery and wonder.

https://www.instagram.com/p/C3ztmbTNXoF/
https://www.instagram.com/p/C3ztmbTNXoF/
https://www.instagram.com/p/C2sFxgbtSNn/
https://www.instagram.com/p/C2sFxgbtSNn/
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Victory at the "First Lego League Morocco Off-Season"
Competition

We are thrilled to announce the recent achievements of our robotics
team. At the "First Lego League Morocco Off-Season" competition, our
team received the distinguished Robot Design Award, recognizing the best
design, efficiency, creativity, and ingenuity in executing the assigned
missions. This first-place award reflects the exceptional dedication and
expertise of our students in the field of robotics. Furthermore, our team
achieved the title of second finalist, placing them third in the
tournament's general ranking across all categories.
Beyond the impressive results, the spirit of fair play and courage that
characterized each interaction makes this victory special and much more
than a technical challenge. Our students formed strong bonds and
developed their competitive and reflective thinking. Every moment of this
adventure was marked by the joy of creating and learning together,
highlighting the importance we place on new technologies and robotics as
catalysts for personal and intellectual growth.

Robotics Workshop for Pre-nursery and Nursery
Children

The participation of our Pre-nursery and Nursery children in the
robotics workshop was an enriching experience that opened new
perspectives for our young learners. During this workshop, their
curiosity was awakened, their thirst for discovery was stimulated, and
their spirit of exploration was encouraged. Delving into the fascinating
world of technology and engineering, our young participants were
introduced to the basics of programming and robotic construction,
tailored to their age. They had the opportunity to handle simple and
intuitive robots, fostering a hands-on learning process.
This immersion into robotics was beneficial on multiple levels. Our
children developed their fine motor skills and coordination through
these activities, and enhanced their problem-solving abilities. This
experience stimulated their imagination and creativity, opening new
horizons for their future development.
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Programming in Middle School

In our constantly evolving world, where technology and
artificial intelligence play an increasingly significant role, it is
essential to equip our young learners with the necessary skills
to thrive in the 21st century. Hence, we emphasize learning
programming from the moment they start middle school. We
firmly believe that mastering coding is a key skill that opens
the door to a future of possibilities. We prepare our students
to become informed and competent players in this ever-
expanding digital age by encouraging them to dive into the
exciting world of programming.
Fostering their creativity and developing their multiple
intelligences through learning to code empowers them with
the essential tools to adapt to the evolving demands of our
modern society. Together, we are shaping a digital future
where knowledge and kindness unequivocally drive our
progress and well-being.

Scientific Outing to Bouskoura Forest
During their recent scientific outing to Bouskoura Forest, our
young researchers delved into the forest’s ecosystem
mysteries. Guided by their passion for discovery and
commitment to scientific research, our high school students
undertook a series of fascinating experiments that underscore
our school's emphasis on exploring the world around us.
Armed with keen observation skills, insatiable curiosity, and
multiple intelligences, our students conducted in-depth
examinations of the forest's biodiversity. They collected soil
samples, carefully observed the local flora and fauna, and
analyzed the complex interactions that govern this fragile
ecosystem.
Encouraging our students to engage in such scientific
experiences is a way to cultivate their critical thinking,
analytical skills, and love for research, thus preparing a
generation of scientists and innovative thinkers.

https://www.instagram.com/p/C3FGTLoNoi1/
https://www.instagram.com/p/C3FGTLoNoi1/
https://www.facebook.com/groupescolairelaresidencegsr/videos/771259834873538?locale=fr_FR
https://www.facebook.com/groupescolairelaresidencegsr/videos/771259834873538?locale=fr_FR
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The Reading Machine
Recent experimental research indicates a surprising challenge:
many young readers feel intimidated by texts longer than 4 to
5 pages. However, an innovative solution, from the La
Résidence Research Center, is transforming reading into an
enjoyable and easy activity! Introducing our invention, the
"Reading Machine" - a technology that combines fun and
education, designed to stimulate a love for reading among our
students. Each interaction with the Reading Machine becomes
an exciting adventure that enhances our students' reading
skills and expands their critical thinking, curiosity, and
creativity as well.
This educational tool allows students to self-assess and
progress at their own pace and encourages learning with
greater independence through diving into a captivating world
of words and stories, unlocking a whole realm of knowledge
and imagination.

Young Inventors: Building a Bridge

Come discover the talent of our students at the "Young
Inventors" event, a fantastic opportunity for these young
minds to develop their critical thinking and interest in science.
Together, they took on the challenge of building a bridge,
displaying the importance of collaboration. This dynamic
activity illustrates our innovative pedagogical approach, which
aims to expand the constraints of traditional education.
Congratulations to our students for their dedication and
creativity!

https://www.instagram.com/p/C4at-IBNgmh/
https://www.instagram.com/p/C4at-IBNgmh/
https://www.facebook.com/groupescolairelaresidencegsr/videos/325841853518936?locale=fr_FR
https://www.facebook.com/groupescolairelaresidencegsr/videos/325841853518936?locale=fr_FR
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Exhibition of ingenuity

The exhibition of ingenuity brought together several creative and innovative projects, ranging from
technological achievements to artistic and scientific works.
Our students were able to detail, in front of their peers and supervising teachers, the process of
conception and realization they followed. By presenting and explaining their work, students organize
their ideas in a structured manner, thereby solidifying the principles of their research and
achievements in their long-term memory. The exhibition also sparked their passion for science and
technology, cultivating an appreciation for these essential disciplines.

https://www.instagram.com/p/C86fRQCtFkO/
https://www.instagram.com/p/C86fRQCtFkO/


"Healthy and Balanced Diet" by Dr. OUALI,
Nutritionist and Parent

As part of the Educational Health Pathway (PES), we had the
pleasure of welcoming Dr. OUALI, a nutritionist and parent, who
raised our students' awareness about the crucial importance of a
healthy and balanced diet in maintaining their physical well-being
and enhancing their concentration in class and academic
performance. Additionally, Dr. OUALI collaborated with us to
create "Healthy" menus, for a balanced lifestyle for everyone.

              Health & Well-being
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Visiting the Organic Store "Green Village"

During a visit to the organic store "Green Village," the students of La
Résidence had an enriching sensory experience. The program included
a blind tasting of organic products, and exploring natural flavors and
food diversity. The school trip stimulated their taste buds and their
skills in nutrition, recycling, and understanding organic food, an
integrated educational approach to form conscious and responsible
consumers.

https://www.instagram.com/p/C2-FVsXNaFH/
https://www.instagram.com/p/C2-FVsXNaFH/


Learning Healthy Eating in Kindergarten

Our kindergarten students recently explored the world of organic
food and its impact on physical and mental well-being. The
objective was to raise awareness among these curious minds
about the importance of making wise food choices for optimal
health. During this activity, they learned about the valuable
connection between good nutrition and health, enriching their
understanding of food and reinforcing their commitment to their
health and the health of our planet. This is another step towards a
harmonious and mindful life.
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Preschoolers Discover Nature and Animals at the
Educational Farm

Our young explorers from the preschool section had a wonderful
opportunity to explore nature and the animals at the educational
farm! With eyes shining with curiosity, they closely observed the
animals and their way of life. We were delighted to see them fully
engaged in this enriching experience and asking numerous
questions. Each question raised in their eager minds was like a seed
ready to germinate and nourish their growing curiosity. They
discovered the fascinating world of the farm and invigorated their
desire to learn in different ways.

          Sustainable Development
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Sustainable Development Conference by Mr.
Hervé Blanchard

We were honored to welcome Mr. Hervé Blanchard, Vice-President of
the University of Perpignan and a university professor, for an
inspiring conference on sustainable development! Our students had
a unique opportunity to engage with a prominent professional, ask
questions, and share their thoughts. This experience was an
innovative way to raise awareness, promote understanding of
sustainable development, and enlighten students about the pressing
issues our planet faces. 
We want to say “thank you” to Mr. Blanchard for his expertise and
commitment to a more sustainable future!

https://www.instagram.com/p/C3nFtAJtdLP/
https://www.instagram.com/p/C3nFtAJtdLP/
https://www.instagram.com/p/C6iwNxgN2qK/
https://www.instagram.com/p/C6iwNxgN2qK/


We are excited to present the inaugural edition of Résimun, a
significant event organized by our students, under the inspiring
theme: "Towards 2025: Human Rights at the Forefront of a Globalized
Society." This initiative perfectly embodies our school's commitment
to human rights and the promotion of universal values of justice and
equality. Over three intense days, our students had the opportunity
to exchange, debate, and explore innovative perspectives on how
human rights can and should be defended and strengthened
globally. By placing human rights at the heart of this initiative, our
students are encouraged to become agents of change, to uphold
fundamental values of human dignity, and to actively contribute to
building a better future for all.

A Debate on Sustainable Development and
Ecology in Spanish and Arabic

We have implemented an innovative educational initiative in the form
of a debate in Spanish and Arabic on the themes of sustainable
development and ecology, mainly designed for our students. This
bilingual discussion aims to stimulate thinking on environmental
issues and the importance of adopting eco-friendly behaviors to
preserve our planet. The debate also seeks to improve our students'
language skills, using discussion and argumentation to develop their
ecological awareness and responsibility towards our Earth.
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Résimun and Human Rights

https://www.instagram.com/p/C58MFgwt99g/
https://www.instagram.com/p/C58MFgwt99g/


Eco-delegates Award
We are delighted to announce the participation of our eco-delegates, from 1st grade to 9th grade, in the
Eco-Delegates Contest, an exciting initiative that highlights their commitment to environmental
preservation and biodiversity promotion. Our eco-delegates, motivated and engaged students, have
taken charge of planning and implementing a vegetable garden and a biotope that will be installed on
the school grounds. Their mission includes conducting extensive research to select appropriate aquatic
plants and designing the bank layout to promote local flora and fauna.
This initiative is in perfect harmony with our educational vision, aimed at transforming science
education and instilling a love for the subject among our students. By providing unique experiences
beyond the classroom walls, we also aim to enhance the school climate. This environmental
commitment offers our students a unique opportunity for hands-on learning, encouraging them to
become responsible citizens aware of their impact on the world.
Through collaborative efforts to create an ecological and sustainable space, they are not only
developing their research and planning skills but also fostering a sense of environmental responsibility.
By promoting plant diversity and creating a habitat conducive to local wildlife, our students are actively
contributing to biodiversity conservation and ecological sustainability. Their dedication embodies our
school's values   of environmental respect and community engagement.
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Golden Words
Words are keys that open the door to expression and understanding!
This is the goal of our "Golden Words" competition: to encourage our
students to express their creativity and master the language. This
contest aims to enhance vocabulary, spelling, and ability to express
oneself freely. It is an exciting adventure that helps students grow
and flourish beyond words. With "Golden Words" competition, we
aim to get our students to explore the richness of the French
language with confidence and originality.

             Culture and Literature
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"Moroccan Heritage" Exhibition
The "Moroccan Heritage" exhibition is a passionate creation by our
students to celebrate our country’s cultural and historical richness.
Through this initiative, our young artists reveal their research and
presentation skills that constitute the essence of our pedagogical
approach revolving around fostering students’ curiosity and deep
reflection. Encouraging our students to ask bold questions and delve
deeply into their study subjects will, undoubtedly, guide them toward
a richer and more authentic understanding.
This exhibition displays their insatiable curiosity and passion for their
Moroccan heritage. Allow yourself to be carried away by their
discoveries and love for our history and culture.

https://www.instagram.com/p/C5BWAAUtUjL/
https://www.instagram.com/p/C5BWAAUtUjL/
https://www.instagram.com/p/C6oSttKNZ-a/
https://www.instagram.com/p/C6oSttKNZ-a/
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Older Students Reading to Younger Students and
Their Parents

Live the experience of our older kindergarten students who
transformed into storytellers for their parents and their younger
classmates in the preschool section! This activity sparks a passion for
reading from an early age allowing kindergartners to share stories
with their younger peers. This initiative embodies our innovative
pedagogical approach which is to stimulate curiosity and active
learning from a very young age while taking advantage of the
benefits co-teaching offers.

Multilingual Activity: "What If We Read Aloud"

We are delighted to invite our educational community to discover a
special event: "What If We Read Aloud." This unique multilingual
activity is designed to ignite a passion for reading and develop key
skills essential for our students' success.
During this event, our students had the opportunity to do more than
just read; they debated, argued, and exchanged their viewpoints.
Reading aloud helps them develop pronunciation and public
speaking confidence while exploring deep themes such as
generational conflicts.
This moment was also an opportunity to share and discover. Through
the medium of listening to the stories and perspectives of our young
readers, we hope to enrich the joy of reading within our community.
Join us in this literary adventure and support the growth of our young
readers.

https://www.instagram.com/p/C6_pTLpN1us/
https://www.instagram.com/p/C6_pTLpN1us/
https://www.instagram.com/p/C2sFKDjtaa-/
https://www.instagram.com/p/C2sFKDjtaa-/


          Global Awareness
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The ADN program
Discover ADN AEFE, our exclusive school exchange program for 10th-grade students! It's a unique
opportunity to live and study, for a few weeks, in another school around the globe, embracing a new
culture and a new educational system. Our students form international pairs, sharing daily life and
traditions with their host families. They describe this adventure with words brimming with enthusiasm:
"Discovery," "Diversity," "Experience," "Culture," "Freedom," "Originality," and "Openness."
It's an invitation to open up to the world, develop a deeper understanding of others, and grow
personally. Join us and broaden your horizons!

At La Résidence, we enthusiastically adopt the EMILE approach
or CLIL (Content and Language Integrated Learning), which
represents a major pedagogical innovation beyond traditional
language teaching methods. This cutting-edge program allows
for deep linguistic immersion, where the foreign language
becomes the medium for teaching a specific subject. This offers
a rich and profound learning experience that goes far beyond
the conventional framework of language education.

The EMILE Approach

https://www.instagram.com/p/C6VpZEotPk3/
https://www.instagram.com/p/C6VpZEotPk3/
https://www.facebook.com/groupescolairelaresidencegsr/videos/483800500665074?locale=fr_FR
https://www.instagram.com/p/C6VpZEotPk3/
https://www.facebook.com/groupescolairelaresidencegsr/videos/1144149636916169?locale=fr_FR
https://www.facebook.com/groupescolairelaresidencegsr/videos/1144149636916169?locale=fr_FR
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World Awareness through Cuisine: The Traditional Spanish Tortilla

Our students had the opportunity to discover and cook a traditional Spanish recipe, introducing them
to the rich culinary world of our neighboring country, Spain. Besides being a cooking lesson, this
culinary workshop was also an enriching cultural immersion.
In addition to learning how to prepare delicious tortillas, this experience made learning Spanish
vocabulary a funny and practical experience. Students easily memorized culinary terms while enjoying
and handling the ingredients. This workshop turned language learning into a lively and interactive
activity.
The impact of this activity extended beyond the kitchen. Our students appreciated the significance of
gastronomy in Spanish culture, understood the customs and stories behind the dishes, and developed
a new appreciation for various aspects of life in Spain opening a window into the beautiful Spanish
culture.
This culinary workshop was a total success, combining language education, practical skills, and cultural
enrichment. We believe these experiences are essential in preparing students to become open-minded
and curious global citizens.

https://www.instagram.com/p/C7OiWxdNydJ/
https://www.instagram.com/p/C7OiWxdNydJ/


La Résidence Prep
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End-of-year school performances hold a special place in the educational calendar, symbolizing the
culmination of learning achieved throughout the year. These events are not just entertainment
opportunities but moments rich in educational and social significance. They provide students with a
platform to showcase their creativity and talents before a wide audience, thereby bolstering their self-
confidence and personal esteem. Through preparation for these performances, students develop
valuable teamwork and collaboration skills, learning to respect and appreciate each other's
contributions. Across various themes, the performances encourage exploration and appreciation of
cultural traditions, enriching students' intercultural understanding.
Furthermore, the intensive preparation for these performances boosts students' motivation to excel
not only on stage but also in their academic studies. They learn effective time management, overcome
challenges, and persevere to achieve common goals with their peers and teachers.
At La Résidence, we firmly believe that end-of-year performances foster a sense of collective pride
within the educational community. They represent an accomplishment for both students and teachers,
reflecting the dedication and efforts exerted throughout the school year to achieve artistic and
academic excellence.

Couronnement des apprentissages

Dive back into the wonderful world of our end-of-year performances.

Relive these incredible moments through the full videos of our shows.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1bsbJKU4Nsz6d9aPemPRxFFlJk2Rzyoem
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1bsbJKU4Nsz6d9aPemPRxFFlJk2Rzyoem
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1bsbJKU4Nsz6d9aPemPRxFFlJk2Rzyoem
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1bsbJKU4Nsz6d9aPemPRxFFlJk2Rzyoem
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1bsbJKU4Nsz6d9aPemPRxFFlJk2Rzyoem
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1bsbJKU4Nsz6d9aPemPRxFFlJk2Rzyoem
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1bsbJKU4Nsz6d9aPemPRxFFlJk2Rzyoem
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1bsbJKU4Nsz6d9aPemPRxFFlJk2Rzyoem
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1bsbJKU4Nsz6d9aPemPRxFFlJk2Rzyoem
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1bsbJKU4Nsz6d9aPemPRxFFlJk2Rzyoem
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1bsbJKU4Nsz6d9aPemPRxFFlJk2Rzyoem


La Résidence was delighted to open the doors of its preparatory classes to future high school graduates!
These classes are not just a study program; they represent a gateway to new horizons, preparing our
students for entrance exams to the most prestigious schools.
This day was a unique opportunity for students to dive into our world, discover our dynamic learning
environment, and explore the infinite opportunities available to them. Visitors had the chance to meet
our teachers, attend presentations detailing the preparatory program, and participate in interactive
workshops.
Through this video, we invite you to live again the highlights of this exceptional day. You will discover
inspiring testimonials from our alumni, enriching exchanges between visitors and our teaching staff, and
the palpable enthusiasm that marked this event. This day truly provided the momentum toward
excellence and highlighted the opportunities our preparatory classes offer.
We thank all the participants for their presence and interest, and we look forward to welcoming our
future high school graduates to join us on the path to success.

La Résidence Prep

Open Day for Preparatory Classes
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https://www.instagram.com/p/C6YXzivt1jj/
https://www.instagram.com/p/C6YXzivt1jj/
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